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Preface
...............................................

The UN/ECE ConvenUon on Environmental Impact Assessmentin a Transboundary
Context, the so-called Espoo Convenhon, came into force in September 1997. As part
of the work pian 1998-2000 agreed upon at the Convenfion’s First Meehng of the
Parfies in 1998 in Oslo, Finland and Sweden, supportedby the European Commission,
agreed to act aslead counfries for a study and workshop on the pracficalapplicafion
of the Convenfion.

The workshop was held on May 31 -June 1,1999, in Helsinki. The planning for
and organizing of the workshop were done by DrEeva Furman and DrMikaelHildn
from the Finnish Environment Institute. The Institute also prepared the present
report, with comments provided by the parficipants. The responsible persons from
the lead counfries were Ms Seija Korhonen and Ms Ulla-Riitta Soveri, Finnish
Minisfry of the Environment, and Ms Inger Brinkman, Swedish Environmental
Protecfion Agency.

The report consists of a general analysis of the outcomes from the study of cases
subrnitted by the parfidpants and of the workshop itself. Specffic arficles of the Espoo
Convenfion are also dealt with. The study of the cases is annexed to the report.

The findings in the report indicate that pracfical impiementafion of the Espoo
Convenfion sf11 needs improvement. The report idenffies problems and seeks for
solufions through analysing pracfical experience in ECE counfries. Further guidance
on good pradfice is obviously needed. The second meeting of the Parfies to the
Convenfon, to be held in February 2001, will decide on future acfivffies in order to
enhance the efficient impiementafion of the Convenfon.
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Draft decisiOn
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOø

On the basis of a study on cases and a workshop on the pracfical applicafion of the
UN/ECE Convenfion on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary
Context, Finland and Sweden suggest, as the lead countries of work item 3 of the
work pian for the impiementation of the Convention for the period 1998-2000, the
following conclusions for adoption by the Second Meeting of the Parties.

Recommend thatfurther attention be paid to the exchange ofinformation at ali stages of the
procedure. In addition to the official contacts between the points ofcontacts, communication
should be encouraged between different authority-leveis within a Party and between Parties,
as well as between other stakeholders such as the IFI s, the NGO ‘s and specialists. This coutd
be enhanced by building communication networks and by organizing trainingfor the points
of contact.

CaJ! on Parties, when in the position of country of origin, to be more proactive with
supplying the affected country with an official notification in accordance with to the Articles
in the Convention, paying particuiar attention to the timing and the context requirements
to reach a satisfying start for the procedure, thus enabling the procedure to fiow according
to the given timeframes and other obligations.

Suggest a taskforce be set up with, inter alia, the following objectives:
1) to provide guiäance for Parties on good practice in planning and carrying out a
transboundanj EIA; and
2) to consider whether it is necessary at this stage to amend Appendix 1 (/whether the
procedure should be strengthenedfor ensuring that activities other than those in Appendix
1 are made subject to transboundary EIA).

Invite the Parties to make the necessary arrangements for submitting cases to the
database.

Minstry of the Environment



IntrOducin

As part of the work pian 1998-2000 agreed upon at the first Mee%ng of the Parfies
(1998) to the United Nafions Economic Commission for Europe (UN/ECE)
Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context,
Finland and Sweden, supported by the European Commission, agreed to act aslead
countries for a study and workshop on the pracUcal application of the Convenfion.

The lead countries confracted the Finnish Environmentlnsfitute (FF1), Division
of Policylnstruments, to take charge of the work, The FEI and the lead counfries have
cooperated acfively by email and phone and through formal meefings in Helsinki.

The work was started with a letter of invitafion to the workshop and a request
to submit informaUon for a study. The letter was distributed by the Conventton
Secretariat to ali points of contact in December 1998.

On February 2,1999, the terms of reference for submiffing cases for a study on
fransboundary EIAs were sent to those who had indicated an interest as well as to
ali the points of contact of the Convention. The terms of reference appeared as a
questionnaire sfructured around 13 different issues related to the pracfical
applicafion of the Convenfion. Countries were encouraged to cooperate with the
other countries involved in describing the cases. Other limitattons on the cases were
not set, except that English was indicated as the language to be used. The study of
cases is found in Appendix 1.

The workshop was held in Helsinki, at the Finnish Fnvironment Insfitute, on
May 31 and June 1,1999. There were 44 parficipants from 27 different countries and
from the ECE, the European Commission and the FBRD. Alongwiffi twolectures, one
on the Convenfion itself and one on the case study, the workshop consisted of short
case presentattons on a restricted theme, working group sessions on the different
arficles and issues, and worldng group presentations. There were three working
group sessions and aitogether 13 groups. The workshop programme and the list of
parttcipants can be found in Appendix II.

The reportis divided into two parts. The first part analyses the general outcomes
from the study of cases and the workshop. In the second part, more detailed attention
is given to some specific articles,
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AnaIyss ,f die OutcOmes frm

die study ,f cases and die

wOtksbOp

Ad hoc application vs organised system

The pracfical application of the Convenfion is often preceived to be heavy and
complicated, because of the many steps and the wide array of authorffies involved.
Documents and issues easily get lost during the process, unless a well organised
process with clear, specffled responsibilifies is established. Some cases also show ffiat
there are several ways of sfreamlining procedures. One of the more successfulways
is to hold informalmeefings between points of contact. In these meefings the parfies
pian the upcoming procedures in detail. The meefings could be extended to include
other stakeholders as well, such as local and regional authorities, and in some cases,
also non-governmental organizafions (NGOs) and international financial
institutions (IFIs). Parficipation in sefflng the rules enhances commitment to the
procedure. The meeting documentation can serve as guidelines in real situations.

A generalised review of the available information and experiences does not
suggest that the Convenfion, as such, is difficult to appiy in pracfice, but many
examples show that difficulties arise unless ciear routines, pracfices or mies are set
at the beginning. The reason is simpiy that when appiying the Convention,
developers, authorities in both country of origin and the affected country, and the
public are confronted with a completeiy new situafion and a new set of questions to
which there are no standard answers. Finding answers ad hocforboth procedurai and
substanfive matters takes time and easiiy creates confusion. If the procedurai side of
the practical application is cleariy specified, the substanfive matters can proceed more
smoothly.

Differences in EIA procedures

Our material clearly indicates that the differences in environmental impact
assessment (EIA) procedures between neighbouring countries, or even between
states and federal systems in federai counfries, are sufficiently large to create
difficuffies for the application of the Convenfion. The Convenfion implidtly assumes
that the EIA systems are similar inboth the country of origin and the affected country
and does not really give any guidance on how to deal with differences. These
differences may relate to:
1. Criteria for screening (which is often related to the whole EIA philosophy, see

below).
2. Criteria for signfficance of impacts.
3. Philosophy of EIA, for example

major differencesin the connection to permitprocedures. In some countries
an EIA is mainly connected to planning and only loosely to the permit
procedure, in others the main connecfion is to the permit procedure. This
leads to signfflcantiy different views on the appropriate fiming of the ETA.
major differences in the amount of work expected and the ievel of detail in
EIAs. In some countries an EIA is required for a wide range of activffies large
and smafl, whereas other counfties have limited EIA procedures to iarge-scale
acfivffies only. This means that a requirement for an EIA can carry very
different meanings in two neighbouring countries.

Ministry of the Environment



4. Type of and established pracfice for public consultation and public participation.
5. The role of the developer and of different authorffies. In some countries the

developer submits material but the EIA is largely done by authorities, for
instance, as part of land use planning. In other counfries the developer submits
a fuil environmental impact statement (EIS) to authorffies for evaluation. The
competent authorffies can be general environmental auffiorffies or specific
sectoral authorffies, further differences may arise in federal states in which EIA
responsibilifies canbe divided between federal and state auffiorffies differently
depending on the type of activity.

Contacts and careful planning in advance between countries are necessary to make
the practical application of the Convention work smootMy withoutdelays, especially
when signfficant differences exist between their EIA legislation and procedures.
Some of the problems can be solved through bilateral agreements that specify in
sufficient detail the transboundary procedures, but the cases suggest that internal
“issue management” documentation is also necessary. Many counfries and their
authorities do not conduct transboundary assessments frequently and thus do not
have established routines,

Informal vs formal contacts and procedures

The Convenfion applies whenever “signfflcant” impacts are expected. This means
that the applicafion has many discrefionary elements, which call for negofiations
between countries. The Convenfion specifies the formalnegotiations and points of
contact, but has no provisions on the informal contacts and negofiations that are
common occurrences in many border areas between auffiorifies at different leveis.
The administrative structures and tradffions create differences with respect to
negotiation mandates. Our data seem to suggest that informal negotiations between
local ETA authorities in border regions, as well as between authorities and IFIs and
NGOs, should be encouraged throughout the process and especially at the start.
These negofiations make it possible to keep minor acfivffies out of the rather heavy
formal application process of the Convention. In addffion, contacts play a major role
in building frust and good will during the implementafion of the Convention. At the
same time, the negofiations should clearly be linked to the application so that the
process can proceed as smoothly as possilile, when the likely impacts are considered
significant as defined in the Convention. The need for linking negofiafions with the
applicafion of the Convention creates a demand for formal contacts between the
points of contact, but also informal contactsbetween local or regional authorifies and
the point of contact on a national and crossborderlevel. This balancing act between
formal and informal treatment of acfivfties is almost impossible to regulate, but it
canbe fadlitated through educafion and meetings, althoughin the end, regional and
local environmental authorffies wffl carry a major part of the responsibility.
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COmments Ofl specific articles
based en tbe eutcemes ,f tbe
study ,f cases and be werksbep

Article 1: Definitions

IfIs are likely to be major actors in acfivffles requiring EIAs, especially in the countries
in transition. The IFIs have their own routines and requirements for specific
assessments (e.g. Environmental Procedure, EBRD, 1992). Although the IFIs are
important actors in many transboundary activifies, they do not quite fit into the
framework provided by the Convention. Specialnegotiafions have to be carried out
to ensure agreement on how to use the Convention. The IfIs - role in the
fransboundary ETA process should be clearly defined. The IFIs could help build
contacts between the different stakeholders and promote applicafion of the
Convention.

Article 2: General provisions

Differences in countries legislation cause problems when determining the
significance of likely impacts. General guidelines for determining significance are
needed but are difficult to develop. Regional and nafional environmental
programmes could be used as a base for finding thresholds and criteria. Also, the list
of acfivffles in Appendix 1 of the Convention could be extended. The material from
the study and the workshop did not include experiences in implemenfing the
Convention at the level of policies, plans and programmes. Impiementafion of the
Convention at this level could solve some problems. A formal inclusion of policies,
plans and programmes in the Convenfionis, however, noteasy to achieve as has been
demonstrated by the difficult task of developing an EU direcfive on the assessment
of plans and programmes. Other issues raised under this Article are dealt with in
detail under the respecfive procedural Arficles.

Article 3: Notification

The workshop material and the discussions show some uncertainty concerning what
is an informal contact and what is considered a formal notification. Standardised
formats have not always been used; thus potentially affected parties have not been
sure how they should react. There is also some variation in the fiming of when a
nofification ts sent. The notificafion is importantbecause of the concern for potenfial
transboundary environmentalimpacts arising through a variety of ways. The results
show ffiat affected countries get information on environmental impacts ffirough
several channels, and that not ali has been supplied by the country of origin. When
key informafion ts provided by an NGO the pooi of information may notbe always
consired objecfive.

Addffionally, the results indicate ffiat official points of contact couid be more
proacfive in informing potenfially affected parfies and that there ts the possibffity of
reducing confusion by using standardised formats and procedures for offidal
nofification. For exampie, one way wouid be to follow the format suggested by the
ECE working group (ECE document CEP/WG.3/R1$, 20 December 1995) to
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distinguish the official notification from unofficial contacts and to clarify the
procedure. An official notification should he preceded by unofficial contacts firstly
by the regional authorities to the point of contact in the country of origin and
secondlyby the country of origin to the affected country. Explicit descripfions of the
procedure are necessary to avoid misunderstandings between counfties of origin and
affected counffiesbecause of dffferences in ETA procedures, and to focus requests for
addiUonalinformationon appropriate issues and appropriate leveis of detail, Prompt
nofificaUon presented in the right context gives the procedure an opportunity to
succeed,

Article 3 and Article 4: Public participation

The workshop material and discussions illusfrate many different ways of organising
public participafion. The practical arrangements for public participafion vary; in
some cases the country of origin is actively involved, in others, authorffies of the
affected country take nearly fuil responsibiity for arranging public participation.
Notahly, some cases showed that public parficipafion was better planned in
fransboundary EIAs than in national EIAs.

A recurringproblem is the amount of material to he translated and the language
of translafion. The cases showed that countries handled this probiem differenfly, as
well as the question of who is in charge of the translations.

The cases revealed differences in the treatment of the results of public
consultations. In one case the materialwas sent directiy to the developer, whereas the
comments were sent to the official point of contact in another. The affected country
did not make a synthesis or a summary of the public comments and did not provide
a systematic examination of the input from the public. In one case the affected
Country appeared to agree with some of the public concerns by officially taking a
stand against the activity.

The variations in the pracficai arrangements, quesfions concerning translation
and the treatment of public input suggest that the pracfical applicafion of the
Convenfion canbe greatlyassisted by negofiafions and agreements in advänce on the
burden sharingconcerningpublic parficipafionbetween the country of origin and the
affected country. This could be an element of a formal bi- or mulifiateral ETA
agreementbased on the Convention, or a separate pracfical agreementbased on for
instance, minutes of meetings of points of contact or a joint body. Unofficial
communicafion before nofification couid he usefuiin providing time to prepare for
organizingpublic parficipation. One recommendation for sharingresponsibilities is
for the affected country to organize the participation and the country of origin to pay
the costs. Simiarly, it would probably he beneficiai for countries to agree among
themselves on the general principles for the freatment of the public input: should the
authorities of the affected country summarise the information, raise key points or
take a stand with respect to ali issues before submitting the information to the
country of origin or the developer.

The target group needs to he clearlyidenfified intransboundary ETAs. The choice
of target group wffl determine what needs to he fransiated, into whichlanguage and
to what extent, how and when pubiic contacts are to he made and what forms of
contact to use.

Article 4: Environmental impact documentation

For this arficle, material received wasiimited to five cases in the study. Although the
documentations met most of the requirements of the Convention, alternafives were
generaily non-existent, Official and unofficial consultations with the affected party
at an early stage couid help in finding alternatives,
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Article 5: Consultations

The material from the study and the workshop show that the consultations have
generally been carried out and that several different means and media have been
used. At times, the parties involved appeared to he uncertain as to which authorffies
and bodies can and should participate in consultafions. However, information on
how comments and considerations had been taken into account in the activity itself
has been transmffled to a varying degree. In some cases no informaion was provided
to the affected country on how its comments had been considered.

The results suggest that the practical application of the Convention could he
improved by developing a common understanding between countries not only on
how consultafions are to he carried outbut also on how the results of comments and
consultations are distributed across the border and which authority carries this
responsibility. Attenfion should he paid to capacity building of decision-makers on
the use of fransboundary ETA material.

Article 6: Final decision

The final decision had in ali cases except one been sent to the affected country, but
to dffferentreceiving auffiorffies. The contents of the final decision varied depending
on the decision procedure in the country of origin.

The workshop material and the discussions indicate that there is a potenfial
source of confusion in the identificafion of the addressees of the final decision. In
practice this risk is, however, fairly small if the other steps of the fransboundary
assessment have worked and created the necessary contacts and routines. Countries
may, however, wish to raise the issue in bi- or muifilateral negotiations to make this
part of the process clear. This may be parficularly useful in federal states or in
countries whose final decision-making bodies are clearly separate from those
supervising the ETA process.

Article 7: Postproject analysis

The cases received contained no informafion on this, nor was there any experience
of it among the workshop participants. Post-project analysis is seen as a non
mandatory and demanding process. Tnstead, in many fransboundary EIAs demand
for joint monitoring has been included in the final decision as a resuit of
consultations. The earlier conclusions on the need for and the usefulness of a
clarffication of responsibffities, ways and procedures for fransmission ofinformafion
and the role of different authorities on both sides of the border appear appropriate
under this article, as welL
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Appendix /

Study ofcases on the Implementation ofthe Convention on
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in a Transboundary
Context

1. Introduction

The Convention hasbeen inforce for three years (19974999). Countries’ experiences
in implementing the Convention vary. Some countrieshave been involved in several
procedures, while others have experienced only a single fransboundary EIA. This is
not surprising, since many counfries have only recently rafified the Convention
(Table 1).

TabRe lnvolvement in a transboundary EIA and relationship to the Espoo Convention of
countries which submitted a case.

country number of number of signing date ratification date

times as the times as the of the Espoo of the Espoo

affected country of Convention Convention
country origin

Italy 2 2-3 26.2.1991 19,11995
Croatia 2 2 - 8.7.1996
Ukraine 1 2 26.2.1991 19.3.1999
Hungary 0 0 26.2.1991 11.7.1997
Bulgaria 0 26.2.1991 12.5.1995
Sweden 7 2 26.2.1991 24.1.1992
Norway 0 1 26.2.1991 23.6.1993
Finland 0 6 26.2.1991 10.8.1995
Russia 3 0 6.6.1991 -

Netherlands 10 20 26.2.1991 28.2.1995
Beigium several several 26.2.1991

2. The Articles of the Convention and their implementation
as presented in the cases

2.1 A general descriptåon of the cases submitted to the study

Eleven cases were submitted to tMs study. In one case there were three affected
counfries, while in the others there was only one affected country.
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Table 2. Actors responsible for the submitted cases,

cases submitted number submitted

by the affected country 4

by the country of origin 2

by the country of origin and the
affected country(ies) in cooperation 2

by a country which served as both
a country of origin and an affected country 3 (2 cases described the same proposed

project)

In the cases submitted, the developer represented either private nafionalcompanies
(4 of the cases) or public bodies orenteprises (7 of the cases). In two cases the proposed
project was going to be financed by an internafionaibody. The numbers in brackets
refer to the number of cases which represent each statement.

The proposed projects in the submitted cases dealt with
O flood dam (1)
O dredging(1)
O integrated installafion for building materiais (1)
O usage of gas fields (2)
O road construction (2)
O nuclear power plant (2)
O nuclear power waste (1)
O intensive poulfry rearing (1)

Table 3. Time schedule of the procedures for the eleven cases.

cases national national national trans- trans- trans
sub- EIA EIA EJA in boundary boundary boundary
mitted started closed process EIA EJA EIA in

started closed process

A 1996 1997 1998 1998

B 1998 1998 1998 finaldecision
wilI be sent
soon

C 1992 1993 1992 -1993 stalled

D 1996 1998 1997 ElSunder
preparation

E 1998 EIS under 1999 EIS under
preparation preparation

F 1991 1998 1998 ElSunder
preparation

G 1 998 in scoping 1 998 in scoping
phase phase

H 1 998 EIS under 1 998 EIS under
preparation preparation

J 1997 1998 1997 1998

1997 1998 1997 consultations
taking place

K 1994 1994 1994 1994
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The fransboundary EIA process was said to have an effect on the time schedule of the
EIA procedure in half of the cases (3) where this item was menfioned, while only in
one case was it said that the fransboundary ETA had an effect on the outcome of the
ETA procedure.

2.2 The practical application of the Convention

The text from the Convenfion is printed in italics and the numbering follows the
Arficles of the Convention, Normal text describes the experiences from the cases. The
maximum number of cases varies because:
O not ail questions were answered in each of the cases (partly because only in two

did the countries cooperate in fihling in the questionnaire)
O in one situation two countries are, at the same fime,both affected countries and

counffies of origin, thus in some parts this is freated as one case and in offier parts
as two

O in one case there is one country of origin but three affected counfries

Artictel

DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this Convention,
(i) “Parties” means, unless the text otherwise indicates, the Contracting Parties to this
Convention;

In two cases the proposed acfivity in the country of origin was financed by an
internationalbody (EBRD and PHARE CBC). These bodies played a major role in the
fransboundary ETA and affected, for example, the determinabon of significance and
the language used in transmission of informafion.

Article 2

GENERAL PROVISIONS

2.1. The Parties shall, either individually orjointty, take ali appropriate and effective measures
to prevent, reduce and control sign;ficant adverse transboundary environmental impactfrom
proposed activities,

No comments on this.

2.2. Each Party shall take the necessary leal, administrative or other measures to implement
the provisions of this Convention, including, with respect to proposed activities iisted in
Appendix 1 that are likely to cause significant adverse transboundary impact, the
establishment of an environmen tai impact assessment procedure that permits public
participation and preparation of the environmental impact assessment documentation
described in Appendix II.

In ffiree cases, the procedure has come to an end. The procedures lasted one to two
years. The other cases are in progress. One is stalled because of a controversy over
the significance of the fransboundary effects, four are waffing for the environmental
impact statement(ETS), one is in the scoping phase, one is in the consultafion phase,
and one is wafflng on the final decision.

The question of transboundary impacts was raised in the country of origin by the
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developer (2), national authorffies (3) or by state/regional authorffies (3), or local
authorities (1), generally two of them in the same case. In the affected country, the
quesfion was raised by state authorffies (2), the public (1) orby a NGO (2). In one case
the quesfion was raised by an IFI.

The applicability of the Convenfion was quesfioned most often by the nafional
authorffies (4), but also the developer (1), local authorffies (2) and the regional
auffiorffies (3) in the country of origin were involved. In the affected country the
applicabffity was brought up most often by regional authorifies (5) or by nafional
auffiorffies (3), but also by local authorihes (2) and federal authorffies (1).

2.3. The Party oforigin shall ensure that in accordance with the provisions ofthis Convention
ari environmental impact assessment is undertaken prior to a decision to authorize or
undertake a proposed activity listed in Appendix 1 that is likely to cause a significant adverse
transboundary impact.

In eightof the eleven cases the proposed projectwas on the listinAppendixL In none
of the cases was proposed acfivity started before the transboundary ETA had been
completed.

Four cases menfioned how the signfficance was determined:
O through exisfing ETA procedure
O according to received documentafionby the international financial body
O the project type determined it
O bilateral agreement requested it
O through best professionaljudgement

In one case the parhes disagreed on the significant effects of the proposed acfivity.

2.4. The Party of origin shall, consistent with the provisions ofthis Convention, ensure that
affected Parties are not;fied ofa proposed activity listed in Appendix 1 that is likely to cause
a significant adverse transboundanj impact.

The nofification was sentin eight of the cases, in two it was not sent. Tn one the
countries disagreed on whether a formal nofificafion was sent or not,

2.5. Concerned Parties shatl, at the initiative of any such Party, enter into discussions on
whether one or more proposed activities not listed in Appendix 1 is or are likely to cause a
significant adverse transboundary impact and thus should be treated as if it or they were so
listed. Where those Parties SO agree, the activity or activities shatl be thus treated. General
guidance for identifying criteria to determine signzficant adverse impact is set forth in
Appendix II.

Tn three of the eleven cases the proposed project was not on the list in Äppendbc 1.
Tn two of these, this article was considered. One case mentioned that the significance
wasbased on the existinginformation on the state of the environment and on a report
on the expected environmentaleffects of the expansion. In the case where Article 2.5
was not considered, a transboundary ETA was carried out since it was on the list of
the provinciallegislation of the affected Country.

2.6. The Party of origin shall provide, in accordance with the provisions ofthis Convention,
an opportunity to the public in the areas likely to he affected to participate in relevant
environmental impact assessment procedures regarding proposed activities and shalt ensure
that the opportunity provided to the public of the affected Party is equivalent to that provided
to the public of the Party of origin.
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Table 4. Participation provided for in the EtA and transboundary EtA (TEIA) process. Note:
The questionnaires filled n by the affected countries Iacked information on national EIAs in
two cases, while the country of origin did not answer the question on participation in TEIA
in one case for notification and in two for EtA documentation. The question of participation
in documentation was not relevant to four cases which had not yet reached this phase, The
resutts from the case with three affected countries were pooled. There was, however, targe
differences in the opportunity to participate. (Numbers refer to numbers of cases.)

participating only in only both EIA in TEIA in both EIA
bodies EIA in TEIA and TEIA documentation and TEIA

notiflcation notiflcation documentation

EtA competent not 8 not relevant 4 not relevant
authorities relevant

other
authorities 3 5 2 2

NGO sectorat 2 2 3

NGO
environmentat 1 3 4 2 2

thepublic 3 2 4 2 2

specialists 3 1 - - -

municipalities - 1 - - -

none - -

Based on these results there seems to be a large variation in the opportunity to

parficipate in national EIAs and transboundary EIAs. However, the opportunity to
parficipate was not provided more often in the country of origin than in the affected
country. Rather, some nafional EIA procedures are purely authority-oriented.

Table 5. Means used in consulting. Information on EtA was missing in three cases and on TEIA
in four cases. The resufts from the case with three affected countries were pooled. There was,
however, large differences in the means used in consulting between these countries,

means used and bodies taking informal hearings written formal
part when consulting meetings statements negotiations

local authorities
‘inElA 2 2 2 -

‘inTEIA 1 1 1
‘both 1 1 4 -

national, state authorities
inElA 2 - 2 -

inTElA 1 2 1 2
‘both 2 - 3

state, regionat authorities
einElA 2
inTElA 1 2 2
‘both 2 - 3

federal authorities
‘inTEIA - - 2 -

the public
inElA t 2 3 -

‘inTEIA - 3 2
both 1 1 2 -

other
NGO’s in TEIA - 2 2 -
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The results point to a difference in the means used when consultingin nafionalElAs
and in transboundary EIAs. In some countries the national ElAlegislation has sffict
regulations on how consultafions in an EIA are to be carried out.

2.7. Environmentat impact assessments as required by this Convention shall, as a minimum
requirement, be undertaken at the project level of the proposed activity. To the extent
appropriate, the Parties endeavour toappiy the principles ofenvironmental impact assessment
to policies, plans and programmes.

Ali cases were at the project leveL

2.8. The provisions of this Convention shall not affect the right of Parties to implement
national laws, regulations, administrative provisions or accepted legal practices protecting
information the supply of which woutd be prejudicial to industrial and commercial secrecy
or national security.

No points made.

2.9. The provisions of this Convention shall not affect the right of particular Parties to
implement, by bilateral or multilateral agreement where appropriate, more stringent
measures than those of this Convention.

This matter is dealt with under item 2 in the Espoo Convenfion,

2.10. The provisions ofthis Convention shall not prejudice any obligations of the Parties under
international law with regard to activities having or likely to have a transboundary impact.

No points made.

Article 3

NOTIFICATION

3.1. for a proposed activity listed in Appendix 1 that is likely to cause a significant adverse
transboundary impact, the Party of origin shatl, for the purposes of ensuring adequate and
effective consultations underArticle 5, notify any Party which it considers may he an affected
Party as early as possible and no later than when informingits own public about thatproposed
activity.

In six cases the question of starting a fransboundary EIA was raised and settied
simultaneously wiffi the question of a national ETÄ, and in one case before and in two
after the question of a nafional ElÄ was raised and settled. The national and
fransboundary EIAs were carried out simuitaneously in seven of the cases, in one the
nafional ETÄ was completedbefore the fransboundary ETA had started. Tnformation
was lacking in two cases that were submitted by an affected country.

Nofificafion (note: this was not a formalnotification) was sentin one case before, in
six cases simultaneousiy and in two after the public in the country of origin was
informed of the proposed acfivity (nafional ETA). In two cases no nofificafion was
sent. There seems to be differences in pracfice on how formal the nofification is or
should be. In two cases no formal notification was sent; however, the same
informafion was provided informally.
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3.2. This notzfication shatl contain, inter alia:

(a) Information on the proposed activity, inctuding any availahle information on its possihle
transboundary impact;

Ali nofificaUons contained informafion on the proposed acfivity, in three of them
information on possible transboudary effects was included, as weli.

(b) The nature of the possihle decision; and

In one nofificafion. Informafion was missing in five of the cases.

(c) An indication of a reasonable time within which a response under paragraph 3 of this
Article is required, taking into account the nature of the proposed activity;

This was inciuded in four but was missing from five notificafions,

and may include the information set out in paragraph 5 of this Articte,

In five cases other informafion on the project was included with the nofificafion.

3.3. The affected Party shatl respond to the Party of origin within the time specified in the
notification, acknowledging receipt of the notification, and shall indicate whether it intends
to participate in the environmental impact assessment procedure.

In six of the nine cases where nofificafion (formal or informal) was sent, the affected
country did respond to it. Addifionally, in two cases the procedure was started
because the affected countries first contacted the countnes of origin. The reason for
one of the three non-responses was that the country of origin did not ask for a
response,

3A. If the affected Party indicates that it does not intend to participate in the environmental
impact assessment procedure, or if it does not respond within the time speczfied in the
notification, the provisions in paragraphs 5, 6, 7 and 8 of this Articte and in Articies 4 to 7
wiii not appiy. In such circumstances the right ofa Party of origin to determine whether to
carry out an environmental impact assessment on the basis of its national law and practice
is not prejudiced.

No comments on this.

3.5. Upon receipt ofa responsefrom the affected Party indicating its desire to participate in
the environmen tai impact assessment procedure, the Party oforigin shalt, ifit has not aiready
done so, provide to the affected Party:

The affected country requested addffionai information in five of the cases while in
six such was not requested. (In one of these, the opportunity to do so was not
included in the notificafion). Other informafionwas sent after the notification in two
of the cases and after being requested in one case. In one case the addifional
informafion that was provided was not identified.

(a) Relevant information regarding the environmental impact assessment procedure,
including an indication of the time schedule for transmittal of comments; and

The country of origin provided this information in seven of the cases.
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(b) Relevant information on the proposed activity and its possible signzficant adverse
transboundary impact.

In seven of the cases the country of origin provided information on the proposed
activity and on significant adverse transboundary impacts in three cases.
Additionally, the country of origin provided information on safety assessment,
possible risk and related consequences in one case.

The country of origin acquired informafion on the current state of the environment
of the affected country/countries through

point of contact in the affected country (4)
O other authorffles in the affected country (2)
0 an NGO in the affected country (1)
O literature (2)
O investigations (3).

The possible transboundary impacts were assessed by the country of origin on the
basis of literature (4), with help from the affected country (2), through ElÄ tools (2)
orby using the NGOs results (1).

3.6, An affected Party shall, at the request of the Party of origin, provide the latter with
reasonably obtainable information relating to the potentially affected environment under the
jurisdiction of the affected Party, where such information is necessary for the preparation of
the environmental impact assessment documentation. The information shall he furnished
promptly and, as appropriate, through a joint body where one exists.

The Country of origin asked for addffional informafion from the affected country in
two of the cases. In six cases the country of origin did not ask for this information.
Information was lacking in three cases. The affected country, however, provided
information in six of the Cases, but did not do S0 in four. In one case this was not
menfioned. A joint body was acfing in two of the cases.

Informafion was collected by the affected country
o from regional environmentaibodies
O from a neighbouring country s Internet pages, minisfry experts, NGO - s
O via email
O from authorifies, county and municipal government officials, among others
o publicenquiry

3.7. When a Party considers that it would be affected by a signzflcant adverse transboundary
impact ofa proposed activity listed in Appendix 1, and when no notification has taken place
in accordance with paragraphl of this Article, the concerned Parties shall, at the request of
the affected Party, exchange sufficient information for the purposes ofholding discussions on
whether there is tikely to be a significantadverse transboundary impact. If those Parties agree
that there is likely to he a significant adverse transboundary impact, the provisions of this
Convention shall apply accordingty. If those Parties cannot agree whether there is likety to
be a signzficant adverse transboundary impact, any such Party may suhmit that question to
an inquiry commission in accordance with the provisions of Appendix IV to advise on the
likelihood ofsignificant adverse transboundary impact, uniess they agree on another method
of settUng this question.

Apart from the requested contacts, in five of the cases there were other discussions
between the countries as to whether transboundary impacts are likely to arise
(meetings and coordinafing bodies, including experts from both countries). In five
cases no other discussions were held. Informa%onwaslackingin one case. Inone case
other information was provided when the affected country demanded it.
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Cooperafion between the counfries before the notificaUon was sent:
none:3

O official: 7
O unofficial-letter: 5
O unoffidal-phone: 5

unofficial-email: 3
O unofficial-fax: 1
9 unofficial-meefing: 5

unofficial4hrough a bilateral agreement: 1

CHALLENGESFORPARTICIPATION

3.8. The concerned Parties shall ensure that the public of the affected Party in the areas likely
to he affected he informed of and he provided with possibilities for making comments or
objections on, the proposed activity, and for the transmittal of these comments or objections
to the competent authority of the Party of origin, either directty to this authority or, where
appropriate, through the Party oforigin.

Informafion was fransmitted through
reports (7)
official letters (7)
personal contacts (phone calls, emails, letters etc.) (7)

O meeUngs (3)

Tabe 6. Transations in transboundary EIAs. This subject was not relevant in fout cases,
where there was no language barrier between the countries. Information was missing from
one case on the language of the notification.

Translation into affected into English into affected into English
of the country ‘s (notification) Country ‘5 (EIA
information Ianguage language (EIA documentation)

(notiflcation) documentation)

not transated 3 2 3

translated 1 2 3

partly translated 2 5

In the cases where translafions were relevant, the noUficaUon was not franslated into
the affected countries - language in half of the cases, butwas franslated into English.
This was seen as usefulwhen the document was meant for administrators or where
several countries were affected (common language). Also, the participafion of
internafionalfinancialbodiesmade franslations into Englishnecessary. Especially the
EIA documentation was more frequently translated into English than into the
language of the affected country.

In the cases where the language quesfion was relevant, the affected countryused its
ownlanguage in communicaUon with the country of origin in four of the cases and
English in five, often combining the two, In one case the affected country used the
language of the country of origin in some of its communications. In the nofification
the affected country arranged for the translaUons in two of the cases and the country
of origin in six. In four of the cases the country of origin took responsibiity for the
translafions of the EIA documentation and the affected country took responsibifity
in three. In a few cases, there was some confradictory information on which country
took responsibiity for the translations, This could mean that both countries had
responsibility for some parts of the translation,
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Participafion took place mainly in the nofification, EIA documentafion and
consultafion phases (see Tables4 and 7).In ffiree cases partidpation was also arranged
at other times, namely ffirough a public inspecUon of the draft study programme
through informal contacts.

The affected country played an acfive role in ensuring public partidpafion in most
of the cases (8). In two cases NGO s in the affected Country made these
arrangements. One affected country admitted ffiatit had notplayed an active role in
ensuring public participafion. In one case transboundary participafion did not work:
public participation took place only on the national level. Information was missing
from one case.

The affected country helped the public participafion process in the following ways:
O involvement of active cffizens

the ministry of the environment arranged for the translafions and distribution
of information, organized hearings and invited the country of origin to the
hearings
by coordinafing the participation through an environmentaiNGO
by providing publications and announcements in the newspapers

O by holding a public enquiry

The countries cooperated in ensuring public parficipation in the affected Country in
the following ways:
O experts from the Country of origin took part in the hearings
O the affected Country provided the Country of origin with a list of auffiorifies and

NGOs that should receive the informafion and advised the country of origin on
public announcementsin newspapers

Tabe 7. A comparison between the opportunity to participate and the opportunity taken
in the public participation phases. See note in Table 4. (Numbers are number ofcases.)

participating opportunity opportunity opportunity opportunity opportunity
bodies to taken to participate taken taken

participate (notification) (EIA docu- (EIA docu- (consultation)
mentation) mentation)

EtA
competent
authorties 8 8 5 4 5

other
authorites 6 5 5 2 3

sectoral
NGO’s 5 4 1 1

envron
mental
NGO’s 7 6 5 2 2

thepublic 6 4 5 3 2

other
- specialists 1 2
- municipalities 1
on the coast
- mass media

none 1

information
missing 1 2 2 2 -

not in this
phase - 4 3 4
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In most cases those stakeholders who were provided with an opportunity to
parficipate, took advantage of it. This indicates the willingness of the public to
parficipate.

Tabe 8. Consultation means n the notification and EIA documentation phases with diffe
rent stakeholders. 1 nformation was m issing on the notification phase n four cases and on
the documentaton phase in two. The documentation phase had not yet been reached in
four cases, The resufts from the case wfth three affected countres were pooled. There
was, however, large differences in the consultation means between the three countries,

stakeholders informal hearings written formal
meetings statements negotiations

Iocal authorities
O notification phase 2 2 4
O documentation phase 1 - 3 -

state, national authorfties
O notification phase 2 3 3

documentation phase 2 2 2

state, regional authorities
O notification phase 2 1 3
0 documentation phase 2 1 2

federal authorities
0 notification phase - 2

the public
0 notification phase 1 2 2
8 documentation phase 3 3 -

NGOs, specialists
O notification phase - -

documentation phase 2 -

Written statements were the most common consultafion means in nofificafion and
ETA documentation. Face-to-face meefings were used as well, especially in the
notffication phase.

4,2. The Party of origin shaiifurnish the affected Party, as appropriate through ajoint body
where one exists, with the environmen tai impact assessment documentation. The concerned
Parties shaii arrange for distribution of the documentation to the authorities and the pubiic
of the affected Party in the areas likety to be affected and for the submission of comments to
the competent authority of the Party of origin, either directly to this authority or, where
appropriate, through the Party of origin within a reasonable time before thefinat decision is
taken on the proposed activity.

The comments and statements to the affected country from ffiose who parficipated
included the following informafion:
O Destabilization of the ecological state, damage to lakes in a nafional park
O Environmental effect to he taken into account, comparison of alternafives for

energy development in the country of origin
Impacts on the brown bear population

O Effects on high water level, impact on estuarine biodiversity, impacton protected
areas

The comments were sent as received to the developer (1) or to the country of origin
(2). Tn the firstcase, the affected country also sent a general disapproval to the country
of origin of the project.
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Article4

PREPARATIONOFTHEENVIRONMENTALIMPACT
ASSES$MENTDOCUMENTATION

4.1. The environmental impact assessment documentation to be submitted to the competent
authority of the Party of origin shall contain, as a minimum, the information described in
Appendix II.

CONTENT Of THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTASSESSMENTDOCUMENTATION
(APPENDIX II)

Information to be included in the environmentat impact assessment documentation shatl, as
a minimum, contain, in accordance with Article 4:

(five cases contained informafion on Appendix II)

(a) A description of the proposed activity and its purpose;

In four cases out of five.

(b) A description, where appropriate, of reasonable alternatives (for example, locational or
technological) to the proposed activity and also the no-action alternative;

In two cases out of five.

(c) A description of the environment likely to be significantly affected by the proposed activity
and its alternatives;

In four cases out of five, although in one case the alternafives were not discussed.

(d) A description of the potentiat environmental impact of the proposed activity and its
alternatives and an estimation of its significance;

In three cases out of five.

(e) A description of mitigation measures to keep adverse environmental impact to a
minimum;

In four cases out of five.

(f) An explicit indication of predictive methods and underlying assumptions as well as the
relevant environmental data used;

In three cases out of five.

(g) An identification of gaps in knowledge and uncertainties encountered in compiling the
required information;

In ffiree cases out of five.

(Ii) Where appropriate, an outlinefor monitoringand management programmes and any ptans
for post-project anatysis; and

In ali five cases.
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(i) A non-technical summary includin a visual presentation as appropriate (maps, graphs,
etc.).

In ali five cases.

4.2. The Party of origin shall furnish the affected Party, as appropriate through ajoint body
where one exists, with the environmental impact assessment documentation, The concerned
Parties shall arrangefor distribution of the documentation to the authorities and the public
of the affected Party in the areas likely to be affected and for the submission of comments to
the competent authority of the Party of origin, either directly to this authority or, where
appropriate, through the Party of origin within a reasonable time before the final decision is
taken on the proposed activity.

See the secfion after Arficle 3.8 for the analysis of parUcipafion.

The communication of the EIA documentafion is discussed under Article 5.

Article 5

CONSULTATIONS ONTHE BASIS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTASSESSMENTDOCUMENTATION

The Party of origin shatl, after completion of the environmental impact assessment
documentation, without undue delay enter into consultations with the affected Party
concerning, inter alia, the potential transboundary impact of the proposed activity and
measures to reduce or eliminate its impact.

Of the eleven cases, six have reached the point of consultafions on EIA
documentation. In five of these consultaUons have aiready taken place and in one
there was no consultafion.
Consuitafions took the following forms:
O ajointbody made up of EIA-competent authorffies held meefings to discuss the

TEIA documentafion
O TEIA materiais were widely discussed in the affected country by experts working

for locai environmental bodies as weil as by local authorffies
O meefings of experts were held, ietters were exchanged through diplomafic

channeis
O emails were exchanged

Consultations may relate to:

(a) Possibte alternatives to the proposed activity, including the no-action alternative and
possible measures to mitigate signzficant adverse transboundary impact and to monitor the
effects of such measures at the expense of the Party of origin;

Outcomes of consuitaUons:
to establish a common monitoring programme

O a ciarificaUon of the posffions and aifitudes of both sides and of the ways to reach
common understanding

O the comments from the consuitations were partly taken into account in the
decision-making

(b) Other forms of possible mutual assistance in reducing any significant adverse
transboundary impact of the proposed activity; and
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(c) Any other appropriate matters relating to the proposed activity.

The Parties shall agree, at the commencement of such consultations, on a reasonable time
framefor the duration of the consultation period. Any such consultations may be conducted
through an appropriatejoint body, where one exists,

In four cases the affected country was informed of how its comments had been taken
into account, two affected counfries had been promised this information later, in two
cases the affected country was notinformed at ali. The affected countrywas informed
at meefings and hearings and through discussions and letters.

Article 6

FINAL DECISION

6.1. The Parties shatl ensure that, iii thefinal decision on the proposed activity, due account
is taken of the outcome ofthe environmental impact assessment, including the environmental
impact assessment documentation, as well as the comments thereon received pursuant to
Article 3, paragraph 8 and Article 4, paragraph 2, and the outcome of the consultations as
referred to in Articte 5,

Two cases included informafion on how the comments from the affected country
were considered in the ETA by the country of origin:

the comments were considered,relevant pointswere made and a replywas given
O the projectimplementation hasbeen stopped until the EIS wilbe finalised and

approved
O the EIS from the affected country has been taken into account in the decision

making
O the comments and statements made by the affected country can be found in the

expianatory part of the decision document

6.2. The Party of origin shall provide to the affected Party the final decision on the proposed
activity along with the reasons and considerations on which it was based.

The finaldecision was distributed by the country of origin to the affected country in
five cases and wffl soon be disfributed in one of the other cases. In one case the
decision was not disfributed to the affected country. And in one case there was no
final decision because the country of origin concluded that the proposed activity
would not cause any transboundary effects.

The finaldecisions
approval of the project and measures for the protecfion of the environment as
weli as a monitoring pian
information that the project was stopped because of economic reasons

O approvai(withcondffionsontheimplementation) of the projecton the country
of origin - s side of the border

° a decision to implement the proposed project

The final decision was distributed in the affected country to
O the ministry of the environment (2)
° the regionai environmentaibody (1)
° the point of contact and provincial government authorities (1)

In one case the appeai from the affected country against the decision to implement
the project resulted in ali work being stopped.
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6.3. Ifadditional information on the signzficant transboundary impact ofa proposed activity,
which was not available at the time a decision was made with respect to that activity and which
could have materially affected the decision, becomes available to a concerned Party before work

on that activity commences, that Party shalt immediately inform the other concerned Party
or Parties. Ifone of the concerned Parties so requests, consultations shall he held as to whether
the decision needs to he revised.

Article 7

FOSTPROJECTANALYSIS

7.1. The concerned Parties, at the request of any such Party, shall determine whether, and if
so to what extent, a post-project analysis shall be carried out, taking into account the likely
significant adverse transboundary impact of the activityfor which an environmental impact
assessment has been undertaken pursuant to this Convention. Any post-project analysis
undertaken shall include, in particular, the surveitlance of the activity and the determination
ofany adverse transboundary impact. Such surveiilance and determination may he undertaken
with a view to achieving the objectives listed in Appendix V

In one case of the six that have reached this phase, a post project analysis has been
requested (by the affected country); however, the consultations are stiil taking place
and thus the contents and arrangements are to be definediater. Addffionally, in one
case environmental monitoring was requested.

7.2. When, as a resuit of post-project analysis, the Party of origin or the affected Party has
reasonable grounds for concluding that there is a signzficant adverse transboundary impact
or factors have been discovered which may resuit iii such an impact, it shall immediately
inform the other Party. The concerned Parties shalt then consult on necessary measures to
reduce or etiminate the impact.

Article 15

SETTLEMENTOFDISPUTES

15.1. Ifa dispute arises between two or more Parties about the interpretation or application
ofthis Convention, they shait seek a soiution by negotiation or by any other method ofdispute
settiement acceptable to the Parties to the dispute.

In one case the countries did not reach agreement on whether ffiere was significant
transboundary impacts or not and the procedure did not move forward, The
proposed acfivity is listed in Appendix 1 of the Convention.

15.2. When signing, rat;fying, accepting, approving or acceding to this Convention, or at any
time thereafter, a Party may deciare in writing to the Depositary thatfora dispute not resotved
in accordance with paragraph 1 of this Article, it accepts one or both of the following means
of dispute settiement as compuisory in relation to any Party accepting the same obiigation:

(a) Submission of the dispute to the International Court ofJustice;

(b) Arhitration in accordance with the procedure set out in Appendix VII

15.3. If the parties to the dispute have accepted both means of dispute settlement referred to
in paragraph 2 of this Articte, the dispute may he submitted only to the International Court
of Justice, unless the parties agree otherwise.
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15.4. Any organization referred to in Article 16 which becomes a Party to this Convention
without any of its member States heinga Party shall be bound by ali the obligations under this
Convention. In the case ofsuch organizations, one or more ofwhose member States is a Party
to this Convention, the organization and its member States shall decide on their respective
responsibilitiesfor the performance of their obiigations under this Convention. In such cases,
the organization and the member States shall not be entitled to exercise rights under this
Convention concurrently.
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Appendix II

Final programme for the workshop
held in Helsinki, May 3, to 1 june, 1999.

Monday May 31, Finnish Environment Institute

8.15-9.00 Registration and practical matters
Morning session chair: Mikael Hildtn

9.00 Welcome from the Ministry of the Environment, Finland:
Director General Kari Kourilehto

9.10 Statement by the Secretariat of the Espoo Convenfion:
General Secretary Wiecher Schrage

9.30 Presentafion of the Analysis:
Research Scienfist, FEI, Eeva Furman

10.00 Presentafion of a case
(Janny Ratelband]Jan de Muider: organizing participafion)

10.15 Working in groups, session 1
noon Lunch

Afternoon session chair: Ulla-Riitta Soveri
1.00 Presentations from working group session 1
1.30 Presentation of a case (Ingrid Nordby/Inger Brinkman:

exchange of information)
145 Working in groups, session II
345 Coffee
4,00 Presentafions from working group session 1
430 Evening programme starts

TuesdayJune 1, Finnish Environment Institute

Morning session chair: Inger Brinkman
9.00 Presentafion of a case (Anastassia Kouznetsova/UUa-Riitta Soveri:

franslafions)
9.15 Working in groups, session III
11.30 Presenta%ons from working group session III
noon Lunch

Afternoon session chair: Mikael Hilden
1.00 Presentafion of a case (Nenad Mikulic/Francesco La Camera:

consultafions and final decision)
1,15 General discussion on consultations, final decision and post project

analysis
2,00 Coffee
2.15 Discussion and analysis of the outcomes from the workshop:

suggestions for good practice in implementing the Espoo Convenfion
4.30 Closing of the workshop
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Group sessions:
Considerafion of the applicabffity of the Convenfion

o Providing opportunifies for public participation
O Application of the ETA principles to policies, plans and programmes

Notification and responding to the notification
O Exchange of information: environmentalimpacts

Identify whether there is likely to be significant negafive impacts
O The distribufion of the EIA documentation

Role of unofficial contacts
Dealing wiffi linguisfic/translatory mafters

O Dealing wiffi dffferences in nationallegislations
Delegafing tasks between local/municipal and nationaVfederallevel

O Organizing a successfulparficipation

List of participants:

Yeva Gevorgyan Armenia rep.
Susanna Eberhartinger Austria
Mailab Hassanov Azerbaijan rep.
Taljana Djavanchir Azerbaijan rep.
Jan de Muider Beigium
Joelle Basfin Beigium
Jaklina Royatchka Buigaria
Nenad Mikulic Croatia
Niels Teglbjaerg Denmark
Liz Smith EBRD
Wiecher Schrage ECE
MihkelVaarik Estonia
Lieselotte Feldmann European Union
Marc Vanderhaegen European Union
Ulla-Riitta Soveri Finland
Päivi Karvinen Finland
Jorma Jantunen Finland
Panu Kontio Finland
Mikael Hildn Finland
Eeva Furman Finland
George Guignabel France
Marianne Richter Germany
Edina Dancsokn&Foris Hungary
Francesco La Camera Italy
Carmela Bilanzone Italy
Maratlshankulov Kazakstan
Marz Amanaliev Kyrgyzstan
Sandra Ruza Latvia
Irena Buciunaite Liffiuania
JannyJ. Ratelband Neffierlands
Ingrid Nordbo Norway
Terje Lind Norway
Grazyna Hadjiraffis Poland
Nikolai Grishin Russia
Anastassia Kouznetsova Russia
Nadezhda Mikhaflova Russia
Igor Vucer Slovenia
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Emifio Herranz Spain
Inger Brinkman Sweden
StenJerdenius $weden
Nina Tudel Ukraine
Paul Scott United Kingdom
David Coffier United Kingdom
Alla Chirkova Uzbekistan
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Practical application of the UN/ECE Convention on
Environmental Impact Ässessment in a Transboundary
C ontext

Final report of a workshop

This report contains the outcomes of a workshop held in Helsinki
in May 1999. Ädditionally, the report identifies problems and seeks
for solutions in the practical application of the Espoo Convention.
The findings are based on the analysis of case studies and practical
experience in ECE countries.
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